
The first resealable bag made from 100% paper
 

reLoc Bag for small parts
and accessories



reLoc Bag
THE alternative to the plastic bag

The reLoc Bag consists of two types of paper 
that can be collected via the paper bin and 
easily recycled in the existing recycling loop.

The GLASSINE paper offers sufficient 
TRANSPARENCY.
Glassine becomes transparent through 
particularly intensive "grinding" of the 
paper fibres and a complex mechanical 
smoothing process. Not as transparent as 
film, but you can see product features 
and colours.

Since glassine is expensive to produce and 
requires more energy than other papers, 
we have reduced the proportion to what is 
necessary. A good three quarters of the 
bag consists of standard paper - according 
to customer wishes. This also makes the 
bag stronger.

Thanks to the newly developed RE-CLOSURE, 
the bag is easy to open and simple to reseal 
again and again.



PERFECTLY COMBINED
the clever material mix of standard paper and glassine paper

CLEVER MIX OF MATERIALS
combines the advantages 

of both paper types and 
enables product view

SUSTAINABILITY
the reLoc Bag is made 

entirely of FSC-certified paper 
(FSC®-C105659)and

is 100% recyclable

producing the
non-transparent part (¾) 

from 100% recycled paper is 
also possible on request

ATTRACTIVE LOOK
up to 10-colour design
with water-based inks

 

INNOVATIVE CLOSURE
a newly developed

technique allows
multiple closures



WEBER Verpackungen GmbH & Co. KG 
Westerhaar 38
58739 Wickede/Ruhr - Germany 

Tel. +49 2377/8099-22
E-Mail sales@weberverpackungen.de 
www.weberverpackungen.de

We are happy to support you in 
presenting your products in a more 

sustainable, innovative and attractive 
way. We look forward to your inquiry and 

will be happy to advise you.

INDIVIDUALITY
We print the reLoc Bag entirely according to your wishes. 
Let your creativity run free. We will be happy to advise you!

 

Standard formats available at short notice. Special formats on request. 
Individual printing from 30,000 pieces/variety.

In our online shop at www.weberverpackungen.de/shop you can order unprinted reLoc Bags
for small parts and accessories as well as a sample pack and our practical Send Bag.

standard size

formats in mm

due to a side glue
seam inner and outer
width are different

all types made of
kraft paper in
white or brown
+ glassine 35g

external dimension

135 x 170
175 x 220
195 x 250
220 x 300

120 x 150
100 x 110

240 x 310
270 x 350
320 x 400
420 x 500

inner dimension

120 x 170
105 x 150
85 x 110

160 x 220
180 x 250
200 x 300
220 x 310
250 x 350
300 x 400
400 x 500

gsm

70

50

TECHNICAL DATA reLoc Bag 


